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Brioche Cafetière Cosy
Emma Varnam
SIZES
To fit a 6 cup cafetière.
YOU WILL NEED
Wendy Merino DK 100% Merino Wool
(116m per 50g ball)
1 ball x Eclipse (2351) = (A)
1 ball x Smoke (2368) = (B)
3 buttons
4mm circular needle
Tapestry needle
Note: Yarn amounts given are based on
average requirements and are approximate.
TENSION
2.5 sts and 6 rows to 2.5cm (1 in) over brioche
st using 4mm needles
Use larger or smaller needles if necessary to
obtain correct tension.
ABBREVIATIONS
St(s) = stitch(es).
k = knit.
p = purl.
sl = slip.
yo = yarn over.
pwise = enter needle into stitch as if to purl,
sl1yof = sl 1, yarn over, yarn to front.
brp1 = purl the stitch that was slipped in the
previous row together with its yarn over.
brk1 = knit the stitch that was slipped in the
previous row together with its yarn over.
yf sl1yo = yarn forward, slip 1, yarn over.
rep = repeat.
RS = right side.
WS = wrong side.

PATTERN
Using the thumb cast on method and A hold two
needles together and cast on 46 sts. Do not turn
work.
Set-up Row (RS): Slide work to the other tip of
the needle and using B, bring the yarn to the
front, *sl1yof, p1; rep from * to end. Turn work.
Row 1 (WS): Using A, bring the yarn to the
front, *sl1yof, brp1, rep from * to end. Do not
turn work.
Row 1 (WS): Slide work to other tip of the
needle, with B *brk1, yf sl1yo; rep from *. Turn
work.
Row 2 (RS): Make sure you keep the B yo of the
last worked st. With A, *brk1, yf sl1yo; rep from*.
Do not turn work.
Row 2 (RS): Slide work to other tip of the
needle, using B bring yarn to the front, *sl1yof,
brp1, rep from *. Make sure you keep the yo of
the last st so that you end with a brp. Turn work.
Rep Rows 1 and 2, working each row twice, until
work measures 10cm (4in) Cast off loosely
using A.
BUTTON LOOPS
Make 3
Cast on 9sts. Cast off.
TO FINISH OFF
Sew in all the ends. Sew button loops at the top,
middle and bottom of short edge of the cosy.
Sew buttons on other side of cosy in
corresponding position.

TIPS AND HINTS
This is not a pattern for the knitting beginner
but if you want to learn how to knit using the
brioche stitch then this would be an ideal
project. There are some important things to
remember. Each row is worked twice. On
each row every other stitch is worked and
the remaining stitches are slipped.
The abbreviations 'yo' means yarn over the
needle, 'yof' means yarn over the needle and
then to the front.
All slipped stitches are slipped purlwise
unless otherwise stated.
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